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Happy 2022! January always marks a new beginning, a turning of a calendar page that evokes anticipation. This year that feeling of expectation is more palpable than ever for the New York Philharmonic.

We’ve been looking forward to *Authentic Selves: The Beauty Within*, which begins this month. It was conceived in collaboration with the brilliant Anthony Roth Costanzo, our NY Phil Bandwagon partner and this season’s Mary and James G. Wallach Artist-in-Residence. This two-week exploration of questions of identity ranges from orchestral programs conducted by Music Director Jaap van Zweden — highlighted by World Premieres and the witty rumination of *Only an Octave Apart* with Justin Vivian Bond — to an intimate cabaret evening, and more.

In March Gustavo Dudamel will return with *The Schumann Connection*, presenting the great Romantic’s symphonies alongside premieres of works examining the Robert-Clara Schumann relationship, composed by Gabriela Ortiz and Andreia Pinto Corriea. That will be followed by reunions with eminences, such as Herbert Blomstedt, and new collaborations, with the likes of Beatrice Rana.

And we’ll return to Carnegie Hall with three more concerts, this time conducted by Jaap.

A more impactful preview of the Philharmonic’s future is just around the corner. In February we’ll share what lies ahead in our 2022–23 season, our first in the renovated, reimagined David Geffen Hall, which will open this fall. This will mark a historic moment in the life of this almost 180-year-old orchestra — dare we say a watershed for New York City itself. We can’t wait to welcome you to a stunning, vibrant theater that will match the brilliance of the NY Phil, as well as to the new warm, engaging public spaces that will allow our home to be your home as well.

So join us on our continuing journey in 2022, a year that will reveal a panoply of possibilities for the New York Philharmonic, our audience, and our home town.

Deborah Borda
Linda and Mitch Hart President and CEO
Small wins for a stellar 2022

Let's skip the resolutions & set fun intentions.

How will you own this year?

macys.com
The Lead

B IS FOR BEAUTY

By Jennifer Finney Boylan

As the Philharmonic and The Mary and James G. Wallach Artist-in-Residence Anthony Roth Costanzo embark on Authentic Selves: The Beauty Within, a noted writer on the subject shares her thoughts.

The dream of a common language goes back at least as far as the Tower of Babel. I’ve studied Latin, German, and Irish — but the more languages I speak, the more convinced I am that the thing that connects us all is not a language at all.

Michael O’Donoghue, National Lampoon alumnus and original head writer for Saturday Night Live, once published a poem suggesting the one universal truth of human existence. In it, a blizzard blows an Inuit man “way down to Egypt-land / He found they had no word for snow, and he no word for sand. / For years they searched to try and find the thing that each man shares. / And in the end, to their surprise, they found that thing was bears.”

That may well be true. But personally, I yearn for something that might bring people together besides the fear of getting devoured.

Some people probably find it easy enough to find a connection with others, but as a transgender woman I know I sometimes feel alone; there have been times I have felt like the only one of me in the world. This is especially true when I consider the canon of great books and art and music, a canon in which people like me all too often have been invisible.

I spent this autumn in Italy, at Civitella Ranieri, an artists’ residency in Umbria. One day, we took a field trip to the medieval city of Urbino. And there, in the frescoes of the Oratorio of San Giovanni Batista, I saw two lovely, unshaven men wearing black robes. One of them held a goshawk with tiny bells on its talons. The other had placed his hands lovingly on the shoulders of his friend.

Continued on page 8
B IS FOR

Authentic Selves: The Beauty Within

“I’ve been thinking a lot about what defines us, how we become who we are, and how that gets expressed in the art we make. I look very different from the way I sound when I sing. How do we hear gender in pitch? How does this perception relate to my own queer identity? What is natural and what is artificial? The countertenor voice hints at questions of self and belies a wide spectrum of historical and cultural contexts surrounding falsetto singing. Authentically Selves is an opportunity to explore what stories my voice can tell, and what truths it can reflect.”

— The Mary and James G. Wallach Artist-in-Residence Anthony Roth Costanzo

From January 27 through February 5 Music Director Jaap van Zweden, the Philharmonic, and Anthony Roth Costanzo celebrate the complexity of identity through a variety of prisms. The orchestral concerts include World Premieres by Gregory Spears and Joel Thompson — both settings of poetry by 22nd US Poet Laureate Tracy K. Smith — alongside works by Julius Eastman and Joan Tower, Beethoven, and Berlioz. Trans-genre artist Justin Vivian Bond joins Costanzo for Nico Muhly’s new arrangement of songs from across centuries.

Additional events, concerts, panels, and education initiatives expand the conversation. Community partners joining the exploration are National Black Theatre, El Puente, Casita Maria Center for Arts & Education, Jamaica Center for Arts & Learning, A Better Jamaica, Flushing Town Hall, French Institute Alliance Française, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, Lincoln Center, Metrograph, and The New York Public Library’s Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture. See page 49 and nyphil.org/selves for more information.
My guide explained that some historians consider the hawk a symbol for gay love in Renaissance art. In her memoir *H is for Hawk*, Helen Macdonald writes of falconers as a fellowship of men “who felt a love that other people did not understand.”

Those men with the goshawk had been painted over 500 years ago. But seeing them there reminded me that I am not the only one of me; there have been queer people — men and women and nonbinary souls — throughout the whole of human history.

Later, at the National Museum of Archeology in Naples, I saw a fresco of what the Romans called a hermaphrodite, a work of such tenderness it took my breath away. I looked at her in wonder, thinking, I know you. You could be my own twin sister.

This January and February, in *Authentic Selves: The Beauty Within*, New York Philharmonic audiences will get the chance to consider issues of sex and gender and identity in a new way.

These concerts, curated with Anthony Roth Costanzo, remind us of the power of art to transform our lives, and to celebrate the many ways there are of being human.

As a means of finding common ground, and opening our hearts, you have to admit: it’s better than fear, even the fear of bears.

Jennifer Finney Boylan has written for *The New York Times* Opinion pages since 2007. She is the author of 15 books, including the novel *Long Black Veil*. She is the Anna Quindlen writer in residence at Barnard College of Columbia University.
In November there were many reasons for thanks, including the return of the Patron Lounge, where many Philharmonic friends gathered, and reunions with distinguished musical collaborators.

1. November 4: At the newly reopened Philharmonic Patron Lounge, Lawrence D.* and Ronnie Ackman, while attending a performance at Alice Tully Hall

2. November 4: Those attending the same concert included Board Co-Chairman Oscar L. Tang* and his wife, Agnes Hsu-Tang

3. November 4: Ronald J. Ulrich* (right) and his wife, Christie

4. November 4: Larry A Silverstein* (right) and his wife, Klara

5. November 4: Michael Tilson Thomas, who returned to conduct the Philharmonic for the first time in ten years, with his husband, Joshua Robison

6. November 24: Arthur Hirsch (right), in whose honor the evening’s concert was presented by his family, with his wife, Lyn (left), and Joshua Bell*, the evening’s soloist

Photos: Chris Lee
*Board Member
Debut of a Diva

“Golda Schultz sings with strength and assurance, her voice with its own distinctively thrilling radiance; she is a newcomer who simply has everything,” hails The Financial Times of the South African soprano.

She will make her New York Philharmonic debut February 17–19, singing the Brentano-Lieder, Richard Strauss’s setting of poems by Clemens Brentano, a central figure of German Romanticism. The titles of each of the six songs — such as To Night, I’d Have Made a Bouquet, and Song of the Women — only hint at the evocative qualities of both text and music. It’s the perfect opportunity to discover a singer praised by The New York Times at her Metropolitan Opera debut as a “standout” for a performance that was both “radiant-voiced and tenderly innocent.”

A Special Note of Thanks

The New York Philharmonic expresses deepest gratitude to Senator Charles E. Schumer for his leadership in creating the Shuttered Venue Operators Grant program, which has served as a lifeline for this Orchestra along with many other cultural institutions. It is thanks to this program that you can attend not only our concerts but the events that are the beating heart of New York City — theater and dance, films and literary talks, free community events and education programs, and so much more.

Thank you, Senator Schumer!

New, on NYPhil+

Bernstein. Rodziński. Mitropoulos. Walter. Boulez. And more Bernstein. Their interpretations of works by composers as wide-ranging as Handel, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, and Debussy (and there is much, much more) are available on NYPhil+ thanks to an infusion of historic audio performances from the Sony Music Masterworks catalog.

So subscribe, sit back, and bask in some of the most memorable performances of the past century. Learn more at nypphi.org/plus.
Our CARNEGIE Season

Earlier this month the Philharmonic returned to Carnegie Hall, the Orchestra’s historic home, 1892–1962. If you missed that appearance, never fear: there are three more chances, and in all of them Music Director Jaap van Zweden will be on the podium. He’ll revisit his “bold, almost cinematic” (The New York Times) interpretation of Debussy’s La Mer and lead a US Premiere by Nico Muhly on April 27, conduct Bartók’s astounding Concerto for Orchestra and Brahms’s First Piano Concerto with Igor Levit on May 6, and premiere Sarah Kirkland Snider’s Project 19 commission on a concert with works by Barber and Mahler on June 10. Learn more at carnegiehall.org/nyphil.

RECONNECT with YPCs!

You and the young people in your life can enjoy the New York Philharmonic’s beloved Young People’s Concerts with RECONNECT, our new series of virtual YPCs, available at nyphil.org/reconnect.

• Anna Clyne’s Within Her Arms, which Music Director Jaap van Zweden conducted at our season-opening concerts this past September, shows how music and poetry can help express what we’re feeling.

• Dvorák’s Cello Concerto, with Sheku Kanneh-Mason as soloist, conducted by Simone Young, reveals the composer’s longing for his homeland.

• A focus on Very Young Composers features performances of Devon Lee’s and Larissa Lakner’s compositions alongside their reflections on their processes.

On the cover: The Mary and James G. Wallach Artist-in-Residence Anthony Roth Costanzo (photo by Matthew Placek)
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This program will last approximately one and three-quarters hours, which includes one intermission.

Anthony Roth Costanzo is The Mary and James G. Wallach Artist-in-Residence.

Guest artist appearances are made possible through the Hedwig van Ameringen Guest Artists Endowment Fund.

‡ In the 2021–22 season Donor Rehearsals are available to Philharmonic supporters only; learn more at nymphony.org/memberevents.

Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center’s Frederick P. Rose Hall
AUTHENTIC SELVES: THE BEAUTY WITHIN

Jaap van Zweden, Conductor
Anthony Roth Costanzo, Countertenor
Justin Vivian Bond, Vocalist (New York Philharmonic debut)
Zack Winokur, Director (New York Philharmonic debut)

Joan TOWER (b. 1938)
Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman, No. 1 (1986)

Joel THOMPSON (b. 1988) & Tracy K. SMITH (b. 1972)
The Places We Leave (2021; World Premiere–New York Philharmonic Commission)
ANTHONY ROTH COSTANZO

PROKOFIEV (1891–1953)
Symphony No. 1 in D major, Op. 25, Classical (1916–17)
Allegro con brio
Larghetto
Gavotte: Non troppo allegro
Finale: Molto vivace

Intermission

Selections from Only an Octave Apart (arr. 2021; World Premiere of orchestral version–New York Philharmonic Commission)

K. WELCH (1926–2019) & M. WELCH (b. 1931)
Only an Octave Apart (1976)
KOSMA (1905–69),
PRÉVERT (1900–77) /
MERCER (1909–76)

PURCELL (1659–95) /
Dido ARMSTRONG (b. 1971)
Rick NOWELS (b. 1960) &
Rollo ARMSTRONG (b. 1966)

LiAM STERNBERG (b. 1949) /
Philip GLASS (b. 1937)

ROSSINI (1792–1868) /
JOBIM (1927–94)

GLUCK (1714–87) /
Peter GABRIEL (b. 1950)

MERCURY (1946–91),
Bowie (1947–2016),
Roger TAYLOR (b. 1949),
John DEACON (b. 1951) &
Brian MAY (b. 1947)

Autumn Leaves (1945)

When I am laid in earth, from Dido and Aeneas (1689) / White Flag (2003)

Walk Like an Egyptian (1986) /
Hymn to the Sun, from Akhnaten (1984)

Non più mesta, from La Cenerentola (1817) / The Waters of March (1972)

Deh placatevi con me, from Orfeo ed Euridice (1762) / Don’t Give Up (1986)

Under Pressure (1981)

ANTHONY ROTH COSTANZO
JUSTIN VIVIAN BOND

DANIEL SCHLOSBERG, piano
ALEXANDRE VAZ, guitar
SPENCER MURPHY, electric bass

ZACK WINOKUR, director
JOHN TORRES, lighting designer

New York Philharmonic performances are streamed on NYPhil+ (nyphil.org/plus), which hosts new and historic performance videos and broadcasts, and syndicated on The New York Philharmonic This Week (nyphil.org/thisweek), the award-winning weekly radio series.

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube.

PLEASE SILENCE YOUR ELECTRONIC DEVICES.
PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO RECORDING ARE ONLY PERMITTED DURING APPLAUSE.
Notes on the Program

Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman, No. 1

Joan Tower

When she was marking her 80th birthday in 2018, Joan Tower reflected on six decades of music-making with a typically straightforward comment to The New York Times: “The credentials, like winning certain prizes, are very nice, but the important rewards are that your music gets picked up and played a lot.”

She could have been speaking directly about Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman. It is the most recognized piece in her catalogue, with around 900 performances to date. No one is suggesting that in this it rivals the piece that inspired it, Copland’s Fanfare for the Common Man. But give it time; Copland’s Fanfare was written in 1942, after all.

In fact, Tower composed her three-minute Fanfare in 1986, as an homage and a tweak to Copland’s familiar work. She began with a similar opening theme and used the same instrumentation — four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, timpani, bass drum, and tam-tam — with some additional percussion, as is her wont. (Tower’s compositions are riddled with percussive rhythms and instrumentations, a throwback to her childhood in Bolivia, where her father worked as a mining engineer. She often tagged along with her babysitter to local music events, absorbing South American sounds that have influenced her ever since.)

Tower dedicated her piece to conductor Marin Alsop and “women who take risks and who are adventurous.” That dedication, along with the title, has lent the fanfare a reputation as a feminist statement. As one of the few prominent women composers in classical music, Tower said she was always bothered by Copland’s title, and she intended to turn it upside down.

But there are a couple of other things to know about Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman. The first is that while Tower has never shied away from pointing out gender inequities in the classical music world, she does not describe this as an inherently feminist piece of music. “I don’t even know what that means,” she said in a 2015 interview for the Library of Congress.

The second is that Fanfare for the Common Woman does not stand alone. Over three decades it blossomed into a project encompassing six numbered fanfares under the same title. Each explores different instrumentation, and each is dedicated to a woman of note — from one-time St. Louis Symphony Orchestra general manager Joan Braddock (No. 2, from 1989) to conductor JoAnn Falletta (No. 4, 1992), philanthropist Joan Harris (No. 5, commissioned for the inauguration of Harris Hall at the Aspen Music Festival, 1993), composer Tania León (No. 6, solo piano version), and “the intrepid Hillary” Clinton (No. 6, revised for orchestra, 2017). Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman, No. 3,

In Short

Born: September 6, 1938, in New Rochelle, New York

Resides: Red Hook, New York

Work composed: 1986

World premiere: January 10, 1987, by the Houston Symphony Orchestra, Hans Vonk, conductor

New York Philharmonic premiere and most recent performances: April 4–5, 1991, Leonard Slatkin, conductor

Estimated duration: ca. 3 minutes
for double brass quintet, was premiered by Musicians from the New York Philharmonic and the Empire Brass Quintet in 1991 at the celebration of Carnegie Hall’s centennial; it was dedicated to Frances Richard, longtime director of ASCAP’s symphony and concert department.

For Tower, the Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman heard in this concert (now appended with the designation No. 1) was an opportunity to stretch her compositional wings by writing for brass instruments. She had begun her career as a pianist, performing into the 1980s with the DaCapo Chamber Players. The group, which she helped found in 1969, served as a performance vehicle for her early compositions. Her performing career inevitably subsided as her stature as a composer grew, following the 1981 premiere of Sequoia. Tower’s first work for full orchestra, it was soon picked up by major ensembles; the New York Philharmonic first performed it the next year. Numerous accolades followed, among them the 1990 Grawemeyer Award for Silver Ladders; three Grammys in 2008 for the Nashville Symphony’s recording of her Made in America; and Musical America’s 2020 Composer of the Year.

Tower’s musical output continues unabated. Among recent works, cellist Alisa Weilerstein premiered the concerto A New Day at the Colorado Music Festival last summer. In December, the Philharmonic performed the World Premiere of 1920 / 2019 as part of its Project 19 commissioning initiative honoring the centennial of the 19th Amendment. Tower is among 19 women composers selected for the project, a group that includes Fanfare No. 6 dedicatee Tania León and others who take risks and are adventurous.

**Instrumentation:** four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, timpani, snare drum, bass drums, cymbals, gongs, tam-tam, tom-toms, temple blocks, and triangle.

— Rebecca Winzenried, an arts writer, former program editor for the New York Philharmonic, and former editor in chief of Symphony Magazine

### Angels and Muses

Conductor Marin Alsop, the dedicatee of Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman, No. 1, may not have had the honor of conducting its premiere in 1987, but she has gone on to lead numerous performances of the work. In January 2021 she led a virtual performance to honor incoming US Vice President Kamala Harris (combined with Copland’s Fanfare for the Common Man for President Joseph R. Biden, performed by orchestral musicians from across the country). Her 2015 recording of the first five of Tower’s fanfares, with the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, was selected for inclusion in the Library of Congress’s National Recording Registry.

Alsop, who has fielded more than her share of questions about women conductors, addressed the nature of Tower’s composition last year, telling Colorado Public Radio:

It’s so interesting because people often ask me, “Can you tell if it was written by a woman or can you tell if a woman was conducting?” Of course you can’t. I would say that Joan Tower’s music is so un-typical to what you would have as a stereotype for “feminine” music. It’s muscular, rhythmic, lots of percussion, lots of driving rhythms. And I urge everybody to hear some of what she’s done. It’s really accessible but really challenging at the same time.
How do you compose an epilogue? How do you capture the aftermath of an event before it is fully resolved? Joel Thompson’s deeply moving work for countertenor and orchestra explores these questions through its engagement with poetry by Tracy K. Smith, the 22nd US Poet Laureate.

An Atlanta-based composer, conductor, and pianist, Thompson attended Emory University with plans to become a doctor. After taking piano and composition lessons and joining a choir, he switched his focus to music. He later pursued a master’s degree in choral conducting while teaching at Andrew College in Georgia, then joined the doctoral program in composition at Yale. Thompson’s music brings together the neoromantic language of Samuel Barber and Sergei Rachmaninoff with the verve, fire, and wit of jazz artists such as Nina Simone and Esperanza Spalding to take audiences on journeys of emotional complexity.

This, along with Thompson’s versatility and commitment to amplifying Black voices, has made him a highly sought-after composer. The Seven Last Words of the Unarmed, his acclaimed 2015 work for chorus, strings, and piano, uses the same liturgical format as Haydn’s The Seven Last Words of Christ, with each of the seven movements setting the last words of an unarmed Black man before he was killed. The piece employs a wide range of styles — from Baroque counterpoint to aleatoric methods evoking the 1960s avant-garde — to dramatize the last moments of lives unjustly taken.

Thompson’s ability to convey complex emotions enriches The Places We Leave. Lush, thick orchestral textures come together with a constantly roving clarinet ostinato as the countertenor reflects on the difficulties of learning how to love yourself. A through-composed piece, it nonetheless follows the three-stanza structure of Smith’s poem, tracing the singer’s process of “collecting myself bit by bit” to become whole again. Three musical ideas — all heard in the first 30 seconds of the piece — form the foundation of the work, representing different reflective surfaces of the same gem: learning and re-learning how to love.

In the first section, the countertenor sings of the past using words anchored in the present and looking to the future. Ornamented by flutes and clarinets that climb and twist around him like weeds, he sings of his old admiration — long gone — for houses perched safely on top of hills, pristine and protected from all.

In the second section, the protagonist — quick, breathless, and anxious — sings that in the past he was always chasing, but never quite able to catch up to, a loved one. Abandoning parts of himself as if tossing precious luggage off a sinking ship, he tried in vain to pursue his love from place to place. Here the work’s title becomes the central point of inspection, as he recognizes that the places he left to pursue this love shrank in the distance the farther he traveled.

The third section achieves an ambivalently resonant climax by transforming the material of the previous two. While the final

In Short

Born: Joel Thompson, in 1988, in The Bahamas; it is a setting of a newly written poem by Tracy K. Smith, who was born in 1972 in Falmouth, Massachusetts

Resides: the composer, in Atlanta, Georgia, and New Haven, Connecticut

Work composed: 2021, on a commission from the New York Philharmonic

World premiere: these performances

Estimated duration: ca. 15 minutes
 stanza of the poem suggests an apotheosis or overcoming, Thompson undercuts this by reintroducing the opening material, musically expressing the paradox that we are transformed by the very experiences we try to leave behind. Thompson says, “That musical decision doesn’t convey a cynicism about the poetry but an honesty about how difficult it can be to actually ‘leave.’”

**Instrumentation:** two flutes (one doubling piccolo), two oboes, two clarinets (one doubling bass clarinet), two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, two trombones, tuba, timpani, suspended cymbals, bass drum, marimba, xylophone, tam-tam, and strings.

— Kira Thurman, assistant professor of History and German Studies at the University of Michigan and author of Singing like Germans: Black Musicians in the Land of Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms, published in November 2021 by Cornell University Press

**About the Poet**

In 2017 Tracy K. Smith was appointed poet laureate of the United States. She studied at Harvard University, where she joined the Dark Room Collective, a reading series for writers of color, and received her MFA from Columbia University. She is the author of four poetry collections, including Wade in the Water (Graywolf Press, 2018); winner of the 2019 Anisfield-Wolf Book Award in Poetry; and was shortlisted for the 2018 T. S. Eliot Prize. Her work includes The Body’s Question (Graywolf Press, 2003), Duende (Graywolf Press, 2007), and Life on Mars (Graywolf Press, 2011), which won the 2012 Pulitzer Prize for Poetry. Her fifth collection, Such Color: New and Selected Poems, was published by Graywolf Press in October 2021. In 2021 Smith was elected a Chancellor of the Academy of American Poets. She lives in New Jersey.

A starred review of Smith’s work in Publisher’s Weekly noted her “lyric brilliance and political impulses.” Of Duende, The New York Times Book Review said: “The most persuasively haunted poems here are those where [Smith] casts herself not simply as a dutiful curator of personal history but a canny medium of fellow feeling and the stirrings of the collective unconscious ... it’s this charged air of rapt apprehension that gives her spare, fluid lines their coolly incantatory tenor.”

**The Work at a Glance**

The Places We Leave is a work in three parts, reflecting the text’s three stanzas. The first section is gloomy and contemplative, evoked by the cellos and basses in unison. Flute and clarinet ostinatos curl around the countertenor like vines. A single oboe carries the piece into its second section. A dizzying clarinet line, staccato strings, and an unrelenting pace set by the brass and percussion underscore the rushed, almost panicked emotions the singer remembers feeling for his early love. The final section interweaves motives from the first two, suggesting how difficult it can be to completely leave the past behind.
I used to love houses built high on hills, windows ice-white in daylight.

Down below, from the hiss and flow of passing roads, I thought a toehold up there on spindly stilts would be heavenly. Now, I like to see how vines and weeds can ravage walls and collapse the eaves of the places we leave.

I loved someone once who was always going. I fought to keep up—walking, talking, everything about him left me breathless.

I thought if I could leave something behind—leave my fears, my very self behind—I could keep him. How small they always were, or how quickly they shrink, the places we leave.

* * *

I used to think love was a form of escape. A race away from the opposite of love, which is fear, perhaps, or boredom. I’d come to life after a drink, a kiss, a drive hitting every green light.

I thought love meant All of me had to be shed. Now I go along in reverse, collecting myself bit by bit from the places I’ve left.

— Tracy K. Smith
In 1891, when Sergei Prokofiev was born in an obscure Ukrainian village, much of Europe was gearing up to commemorate the centennial of Mozart’s death. By the time the 1991 Mozart bicentennial rolled around, not to mention the celebrations in 2006 of the 250th anniversary of his birth, the exhaustive deification of the composer had reached a magnitude that would scarcely have been imagined a century earlier. Mozart was unquestionably respected by late-19th-century audiences, and certain of his works were performed with some regularity. Especially the “Romantic” or “demonic” Mozart — say, Don Giovanni and the minor-key piano concertos — still enjoyed currency in the repertoire. But by and large it was not an age much attuned to the Classicism of Mozart and Haydn.

In Russia, adulation of Mozart was an exception rather than the rule, and young Russian composers-in-training were rarely counseled to study the Viennese Classicists as models of style, as they are today. Prokofiev’s conducting professor at the St. Petersburg Conservatory, Nikolai Tcherepnin, was a contrarian in this regard, as he encouraged his students to immerse themselves in the works of Haydn and Mozart to see what wisdom they could extract for their own compositions.

A particularly happy result of the exercise was Prokofiev’s Symphony No. 1, meticulously worked out in 1916–17 and premiered the following year, just before the composer left his politically explosive homeland for an extended residence in America and Western Europe. (The year of the Classical Symphony’s composition was also the year of the Czar’s abdication, the October Revolution, and Lenin’s ascent to political power.) The symphony would earn an enduring spot in the orchestral repertoire as a compact masterpiece, and in the history books as a forebear of the widespread neoclassicism of the 1920s.

Prokofiev later explained that his intent in the Classical Symphony was to translate musical classicism into a specifically 20th-century idiom:

> It seemed to me that if Haydn had lived into this era, he would have kept his own style while absorbing things from what was new in music. That’s the kind of symphony I wanted to write: a symphony in the Classical style.

His decision to give the work its familiar nickname seems to have derived from two impetuses: on one hand, it is a logical reference to its sources; on the other, the composer explained that he “secretly hoped that in the course of time it might itself turn out to be a classic.”

As it happens, this was also the first major work Prokofiev composed without the intermediary of the piano keyboard. A superb

**In Short**

**Born:** April 23, 1891, in Sontsovka, in the Ekaterinoslav district of Ukraine  
**Died:** March 5, 1953, in Moscow, USSR  
**Work composed:** 1916–17, completed on September 10 of the latter year  
**World premiere:** April 21, 1918, in Petrograd (a.k.a. St. Petersburg), with the composer conducting the Petrograd Court Orchestra  
**New York Philharmonic premiere:** March 14, 1929, Arturo Toscanini, conductor  
**Most recent New York Philharmonic performance:** December 2, 2021, Jaap van Zweden, conductor  
**Estimated duration:** ca. 14 minutes
pianist, he had previously found it natural to sound out his harmonies at the instrument, but, as he later recalled:

I had noticed that thematic material composed without the piano was often better in quality. When transferred to the piano, it sounds strange for a moment, but after a few repetitions it seems that this is exactly the way it should have been written. I was intrigued with the idea of writing an entire symphonic piece without the piano. A composition written this way would probably have more transparent orchestral colors.

Indeed, the Classical Symphony is as transparent as a finely cut diamond. The work is set in the popular “sunny” 18th-century key of D major, and it employs the standard forces of a classical chamber orchestra. Following the model of Mozart and Haydn, Prokofiev cast it in four movements, but each is so compact that the entire symphony adds up to only about 15 minutes — far shorter than most symphonies of Mozart’s and Haydn’s maturity. Of course, Prokofiev builds on his models in original ways. The opening Allegro, for example, may bustle through a Classically precise sonata form (though without a repeat of the opening exposition), but it’s filled with a crisp irony that evokes later Prokofiev just as easily as it does Haydn.

Instrumentation: two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, timpani, and strings.

— James M. Keller, former New York Philharmonic Program Annotator, The Leni and Peter May Chair; San Francisco Symphony program annotator; and author of Chamber Music: A Listener’s Guide (Oxford University Press)

The Classical becomes a Classic

Prokofiev’s wish that this symphony “might itself turn out to be a classic” came true — and quickly. Today it is one of the most frequently performed and recorded of all 20th-century compositions. The third-movement Gavotte proved especially popular, and Prokofiev pressed it into later service by expanding it substantially and inserting it into his Romeo and Juliet ballet score. He also arranged the Gavotte for piano and performed it often, even recording the arrangement in 1935, leaving a unique “creator’s document” of an exquisite, if Lilliputian, masterpiece. As it happens, it is in this movement that Prokofiev departs most decisively from his models, writing a duple-time Gavotte instead of the triple-time minuet that almost always graced symphonies of the Classical era.
Set all expectations aside. Worlds collide in this compilation of songs featuring countertenor Anthony Roth Costanzo, a fixture on classical stages — and the New York Philharmonic’s 2021–22 season Mary and James G. Wallach Artist-in-Residence — and vocalist Justin Vivian Bond, a legend of cabaret. Or do they? Only an Octave Apart introduces a seemingly mismatched pair of singers, as did the 1976 television special Sills and Burnett at the Met, on which this duet was introduced. Then, soprano Beverly Sills famously pointed out that the difference between her and her comedic partner was only “eight little steps on the musical line. Eight little steps between your pipes and mine,” in the song written by Ken and Marilyn (Mitzie) Welch, longtime composers for The Carol Burnett Show.

Yet as Costanzo and Bond demonstrate, the world has traveled great distances in the ensuing decades, involving more than mere musical notes. These two performers are freer to present their Authentic Selves, as part of programming developed under that title by Costanzo and the Philharmonic. Only an Octave Apart grew from a recording project that brought these longtime friends together to explore how such disparate voices could be deployed to challenge assumptions and mine universal truths from selections across musical genres. The song mix was developed with Thomas Bartlett as album producer and music director and Zack Winokur as co-creator; composer Nico Muhly’s arrangements draw depth and color from all sections of the orchestra.

The standard Autumn Leaves, performed in both Jacques Prévert’s original French lyrics and Johnny Mercer’s English text, was written for the 1946 film Les Portes de la nuit (Gates of the Night) as Les Feuilles mortes (The Dead Leaves), with composer Joseph Kosma taking inspiration from Massenet’s Poème d’Octobre. Its wistful melody and lyrics made Autumn Leaves an instant classic, one that’s since been recorded more than 1,000 times by the biggest names in pop, jazz, and classical music, including Roger Williams’s rippling solo piano version of 1955, which charted at No. 1.

Two Didos — one Baroque and one decidedly 21st century — form the psychological mashup of When I am laid in earth, aka Dido’s Lament, from the opera Dido and Aeneas by Henry Purcell and the chart topper White Flag by English singer-songwriter Dido. Costanzo introduces the operatic aria, in which Dido from The Aeneid — distraught as Aeneas, her lover, sails away to fulfill his destiny — prepares to kill herself. The chorus of White Flag, sung by Bond, becomes

In Short

Composers of the selections: listed on pages 20–21, with the years of their birth and, where applicable, death

Arranged by Nico Muhly: born August 26, 1981, in Randolph, Vermont; he resides in New York City

World premiere: The selections in this performance were premiered as part of a show titled Only an Octave Apart, September 21–October 3, 2021, at St. Ann’s Warehouse, Brooklyn, New York. It was produced in conjunction with St. Ann’s by co-creators and performers Anthony Roth Costanzo and Justin Vivian Bond, who wrote the show, and Zack Winokur, who directed; Thomas Bartlett was the music director, and Nico Muhly and Daniel Schlosberg created arrangements for small ensemble. Tonight’s concert performances mark the World Premiere of Muhly’s arrangements for full orchestra.

Estimated duration: ca. 30 minutes
In the Artists’ Words

We each sound different from what you would expect when you look at us. The juxtaposition of our voices, personalities, and repertoire subverts notions of high and low, be it in terms of pitch, cultural echelon, or degrees of camp — not to mention the difference in height. By expressing our queer identities through unique interpretations of classical music, pop music, and points of intersection between the two, the music becomes a prismatic reflection of outsiders who might otherwise be intimidated by the bulwark that the classical world can present. There is humor in the clashing of styles, pathos in the depth of expression, and a kind of galvanizing joy in the harmony of purpose. Whether invoking mythology or nature, romance or radical compassion, we carve new pathways between classical tradition and politically subversive cabaret, and allow old works to reveal surprising new stories.

— Anthony Roth Costanzo and Justin Vivian Bond
and drummer Roger Taylor — and David Bowie, with whom they recorded it. Bond responds to the urgent question sung by Costanzo (originally Mercury), “Why can’t we give love, give love, give love, give love. ...?” with Bowie’s seasoned wisdom: “Because love’s such an old-fashioned word / And love dares you to care for / The people on the edge of the night.” They end with words that speak to all in challenging times: “And love dares you to change our way of / Caring about ourselves / This is our last dance / This is ourselves under pressure.”

**Instrumentation:** two flutes (one doubling alto flute), two oboes (one doubling English horn), two clarinets (one doubling bass clarinet), bassoon, four horns, two trumpets, tenor and bass trombones, tuba, timpani, bass drum, crotales, orchestra bells, vibraphone, triangles, tubular bells, woodblock, harp, a featured rhythm section (comprising piano, guitar, and electric bass), and strings, in addition to the two vocalists.

— R.W.

---

**About the Arrangements**

When Anthony Roth Costanzo and Justin Vivian Bond asked me to make arrangements for their *Only an Octave Apart* project, I immediately realized that the task was going to be more elaborate than tarting up old songs. So many of the songs require a very precisely calibrated sense of humor and earnestness, of high camp somehow chastened by unexpected sincerity. Accordingly, some of the arrangements (*Waters of March*, *Dido*) are incredibly old-fashioned, looking back at a golden age of cabaret with outlandish production values (and budgets). Others, such as *Autumn Leaves*, seemed to call out for a more intricate treatment, with textures more or less explicitly stolen from Ravel. As a whole, the collection should feel quite surreal, shuttling back and forth between the languages of many centuries.

— Nico Muhly
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The Artists

Jaap van Zweden became Music Director of the New York Philharmonic in September 2018. He also serves as Music Director of the Hong Kong Philharmonic, a post he has held since 2012. He has appeared as a guest with leading orchestras such as, in Europe, the Orchestre de Paris, Amsterdam’s Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Vienna Philharmonic, Berlin Philharmonic, and London Symphony Orchestra, and, in the United States, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, The Cleveland Orchestra, and Los Angeles Philharmonic.

In the 2021–22 season Jaap van Zweden and the Philharmonic perform at Alice Tully Hall and the Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center during the renovation of David Geffen Hall — scheduled to reopen in the fall of 2022 — and in concerts presented by Carnegie Hall. He conducts symphonic cornerstones as well as four World Premieres, a US Premiere, and two New York Premieres. In 2019–20 he presided over the launch of Project 19 — the multiyear initiative marking the centennial of the 19th Amendment with commissions by 19 women composers, including Tania León’s Pulitzer Prize–winning Stride — and the US Premiere of a staged production of Schoenberg’s Erwartung coupled with Bartók’s Bluebeard’s Castle.

Jaap van Zweden’s most recent Philharmonic recording is the World Premiere of David Lang’s prisoner of the state (2020), following Julia Wolfe’s Grammy-nominated Fire in my mouth (2019), both released on Decca Gold. With the Hong Kong Philharmonic he conducted the first-ever performances in Hong Kong of Wagner’s Ring Cycle (Naxos). His recording of Wagner’s Parsifal received the Edison Award for Best Opera Recording in 2012.

Born in Amsterdam, Jaap van Zweden, at age 19, was appointed the youngest-ever concertmaster of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra. He began his conducting career almost 20 years later, in 1996. He is Honorary Chief Conductor of the Netherlands Radio Philharmonic, where he was Chief Conductor (2005–13); served as Chief Conductor of the Royal Flanders Orchestra (2008–11); and was Music Director of the Dallas Symphony Orchestra (2008–18), where he is now Conductor Laureate. He was named Musical America’s 2012 Conductor of the Year and in 2018 was the subject of a CBS 60 Minutes profile on his arrival at the Philharmonic. Under his leadership the Hong Kong Philharmonic was named Gramophone’s 2019 Orchestra of the Year, and was awarded the prestigious Concertgebouw Prize in 2020.

In 1997 Jaap van Zweden and his wife, Aaltje, established the Papageno Foundation to support families of children with autism. In 1995 the Foundation opened the Papageno House — with Her Majesty Queen Maxima in attendance — where young adults with autism live, work, and participate in the community. Today, the Foundation focuses on the development of children and young adults with autism by providing in-home music therapy; cultivating funding opportunities to support autism programs; and creating a research center for early diagnosis and treatment of autism and analyzing the benefits of music therapy. More recently, the Foundation launched the app TEAMPa-pageno, which allows children with autism to communicate with each other through music composition.
Countertenor Anthony Roth Costanzo began performing professionally at age 11 and has since appeared in opera, concert, recital, and film, and on Broadway. He is the New York Philharmonic’s 2021–22 season Mary and James G. Wallach Artist-in-Residence. The centerpiece of his activities is Authentic Selves: The Beauty Within, two weeks of orchestral programs he co-curated to explore questions of identity, plus other activities that build on community collaborations he and the Orchestra forged last season when he was creator and producer of NY Phil Bandwagon.

This season Costanzo returns to The Metropolitan Opera in the title role in Philip Glass’s Akhnaten and in Handel’s Rodelinda, and to Boston Baroque in Handel’s Amadigi di Gaula. Earlier engagements this season included reopening St. Ann’s Warehouse, the title role in the world premiere of John Corigliano’s Lord of Cries at Santa Fe Opera, and appearances with Madrid’s Teatro Real, Philharmonia Baroque, and Stanford Live. The two-time Grammy nominee’s forthcoming album, a collaboration with Justin Vivian Bond, comes out this winter on Decca.

He has appeared with many of the world’s leading opera companies, including The Met, Lyric Opera of Chicago, San Francisco Opera, English National Opera, Opera Philadelphia, Glyndebourne Opera Festival, Spoleto Festival USA, Glimmerglass Festival, and Finnish National Opera. He has sung with The Cleveland Orchestra, National Symphony Orchestra, San Francisco Symphony, Berlin Philharmonic, NDR at the Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg, and the London Symphony Orchestra, among others. He has begun working as a producer and curator in addition to his singing. In addition to NY Phil Bandwagon, he has created shows for Opera Philadelphia, St. Ann’s Warehouse, National Sawdust, Philharmonia Baroque, The Barnes Foundation, St. John The Divine, Princeton University, WQXR, Salzburg State Theater, Master Voices, and Kabuki-Za Tokyo. In film, he played Francis in Merchant-Ivory’s A Soldier’s Daughter Never Cries. His many awards include winning The Met Auditions and Operalia.

Anthony Roth Costanzo graduated from Princeton University, where he has returned to teach, and received his master’s degree from Manhattan School of Music, where he serves on the board of trustees.

Justin Vivian Bond has appeared on stage (Broadway, Off-Broadway, and London’s West End), screen (Shortbus, Can You Ever Forgive Me?, Sunset Stories), television (High Maintenance, Difficult People, The Get Down), and in nightclubs (most notably, a decades-long residency at Joe’s Pub at The Public Theater) and concert halls worldwide (including Carnegie Hall and Sydney Opera House). In December 2019 they made their Vienna Staatsoper debut as Orlando’s child in the world premiere of Olga Neuwirth’s Orlando. In 2021 they appeared as the Lounge Singer in Ellen Reid’s streaming opera Desert In at Boston Lyric Opera, and made several year-end “Best Of” lists with Only an Octave Apart, co-created with countertenor Anthony Roth Costanzo, Zack Winokur, and Thomas Bartlett, and Kiki and Herb Sleigh at BAM with Kenny Mellman.

Bond’s visual art and installations have appeared in museums and galleries in the US (Participant, Inc. and The New Museum) and abroad (Vitrine, London). Their memoir,
Tango: My Childhood Backwards and in High Heels (Feminist Press), won the Lambda Literary Award for Transgender Nonfiction. Other honors include an Obie, a Bessie, a Tony nomination, an Ethyl Eichelberger Award, The Peter Reed Foundation Grant, The Foundation for Contemporary Art Grant for Artists, and The Art Matters Grant.

They have self-released several full-length recordings, including Dendrophile and Silver Wells. As one-half of the legendary punk cabaret duo Kiki and Herb, they toured the world and released two CDs: Do You Hear What We Hear? and Kiki and Herb Will Die for You at Carnegie Hall. They have a master’s degree in live art from London’s Central Saint Martins College and taught performance composition and live art installation at New York University and Bard College.

Co-creator / director Zack Winokur’s recent highlights include a commission from Little Island’s inaugural festival on the work and life of composer Julius Eastman; his production of The Black Clown at Lincoln Center’s Mostly Mozart Festival and American Repertory Theater; his production of Tyshawn Sorey and Claudia Rankine’s Perle Noire: Meditations for Joséphine, starring Julia Bullock, on the grand staircase of The Metropolitan Museum of Art; and productions at the Aix-en-Provence Festival, Dutch National Opera, and Stanford Live. Upcoming productions include Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde at Santa Fe Opera.

Winokur is artistic director of AMOC (American Modern Opera Company), a collective of singers, dancers, and instrumentalists; co-teaches a transdisciplinary storytelling class at Harvard with Davóne Tines; and was artistic director of NY PopsUp, a statewide initiative to reopen the performing arts across New York with over 300 performances from February to July 2021.
The New York Philharmonic plays a leading cultural role in New York City, the United States, and the world. Each season the Orchestra connects with up to 50 million music lovers through live concerts in New York and around the world, as well as broadcasts, recordings, and education programs. In the 2021–22 season, Music Director Jaap van Zweden and the Philharmonic present concerts at two Lincoln Center venues — Alice Tully Hall and the Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center’s Frederick P. Rose Hall — during the accelerated renovation of David Geffen Hall, scheduled to reopen in the fall of 2022. The Orchestra gives World, US, and New York premieres of ten commissions; explores The Schumann Connection, conducted by Gustavo Dudamel; and joins with The Mary and James G. Wallach Artist-in-Residence Anthony Roth Costanzo in Authentic Selves: The Beauty Within, a two-week exploration of questions of identity. The Philharmonic also builds on the strong connections with New York City’s communities forged through impactful collaborations with local organizations developed over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic.

In the 2019–20 season, soon after the first premieres through Project 19 — which marks the centennial of the 19th Amendment with commissions by 19 women composers — safety concerns due to the pandemic compelled the cancellation of live concerts. The Philharmonic’s response included NY Phil Bandwagon — free, outdoor concerts featuring ensembles of the Orchestra’s musicians that brought live music back to New York City — and the launch of NYPhil+, a state-of-the-art streaming platform. The New York Philharmonic has commissioned and/or premiered works by leading composers from every era since its founding in 1842, from Dvořák’s New World Symphony and Gershwin’s Concerto in F to Pulitzer Prize winners such as John Adams’s On the Transmigration of Souls and Tania León’s Stride. The Orchestra has made more than 2,000 recordings since 1917; the most recent include Julia Wolfe’s Grammy-nominated Fire in my mouth and David Lang’s prisoner of the state (both available on Decca Gold). The Orchestra’s extensive history is available free online through the New York Philharmonic Leon Levy Digital Archives, which comprises approximately four million pages of documents, including every printed program since 1842 and scores and parts marked by past musicians and Music Directors such as Mahler and Bernstein.

A resource for its community and the world, the Orchestra complements annual free concerts across the city with education projects, including the famed Young People’s Concerts and Very Young Composers Program. The Orchestra has appeared in 435 cities in 63 countries, including Pyongyang, DPRK, in 2008, the first visit there by an American orchestra.

Founded in 1842 by local musicians, the New York Philharmonic is the oldest symphony orchestra in the United States, and one of the oldest in the world. Notable figures who have conducted the Philharmonic include Tchaikovsky, Richard Strauss, Stravinsky, and Copland. Jaap van Zweden became Music Director in 2018–19, succeeding musical leaders including Leonard Bernstein, Arturo Toscanini, and Gustav Mahler.
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Order Tickets and Subscribe
Order tickets online at nyphil.org or call (212) 875-5656.
The New York Philharmonic Box Office is at Alice Tully Hall, open from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday; noon to 6:00 p.m., Sunday; and remains open one-half hour past concert time on performance evenings.

Donate Your Concert Tickets
Can’t attend a concert as planned? Call Customer Relations at (212) 875–5656 to donate your tickets for re-sale, and receive a receipt for tax purposes in return.

For the Enjoyment of All
Latecomers and patrons who leave the hall will be seated only after the completion of a work.
Silence: all cell phones and other electronic devices throughout the performance.
Photography, sound recording, or videotaping of performances is prohibited.

For Your Comfort and Convenience
Alice Tully Hall
Accessible men’s and women’s restrooms are on the lower-level orchestra right. Accessible unisex restrooms on lobby / street level, on the ramp to the left of the Box Office windows.
Braille & Large-Print Programs are available at the Head Usher’s Desk, located on the street level in the Morgan Stanley Lobby.
Infrared assisted listening devices [headsets and neck loops] are available at the Head Usher’s Desk; a valid photo ID is needed to ensure return.
Accessible seating can be arranged at the point of sale. Wheelchair loans are available for people who require assistance to go to and from their seats; to arrange a loan, subject to availability, please call (212) 875-5620. There are elevators at the venue.
Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center’s Frederick P. Rose Hall
Accessible men’s and women’s restrooms are on the orchestra and mezzanine levels.
Braille & Large-Print Programs are available at the Information Table on the fifth floor.
Infrared assistive listening devices (headsets and neck loops) are available at the coat check. A valid photo ID is needed to ensure return.
Accessible seating can be arranged at the point of sale. Wheelchair loans are available for people who require assistance to go to and from their seats; to arrange a loan please call New York Philharmonic Customer Relations at (212) 875-5656 on the day before the concert. There are elevators at the venue.

For Your Safety
For the latest on the New York Philharmonic’s health and safety guidelines visit nyphil.org/safety.
Fire exits indicated by a red light and the sign nearest to the seat you occupy are the shortest routes to the street. In the event of fire or other emergency, do not run — walk to that exit.
If an evacuation is needed, follow the instructions given by the House Manager and Usher staff.
Automated external defibrillators (AEDs) and First Aid kits are available, if needed during an emergency.
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Campaign Donors

The Philharmonic is grateful for the outstanding generosity of our donors who have supported our comprehensive campaigns since September 2014, including the current David Geffen Hall Renovation Campaign and the Forward Fund.

**Gifts of $30,000,000 or more**
Dr. Agnes Hsu-Tang and Mr. Oscar L. Tang
Leni and Peter May
Didi and Oscar S. Schafer

**Gifts of $20,000,000 or more**
The Pershing Square Foundation
Laura Chang and Arnold Chavkin
Anonymous Donor

**Gifts of $10,000,000 or more**
Starr International Foundation
Daria L. and Eric J. Wallach
Klara and Larry A. Silverstein
Harold Mitchell AC
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. J. Christopher Flowers

**Gifts of $7,500,000 or more**
Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
Linda and Mitch Hart
Anonymous Donor

**Gifts of $5,000,000 or more**
Mary and James G. Wallach Foundation
Susan and Elihu Rose
Daisy and Paul* Soros
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Ulrich
Gary and Katherine Parr

**Gifts of $3,500,000 or more**
Jariya Wanapun and Arthur Chu
Honey M. Kurtz
Kristen and Alexander Klabin
BNY Mellon
Marijke and Lodewijk de Vink
1 Anonymous Donor

**Gifts of $2,000,000 or more**
Hobson/Lucas Family Foundation
Wendy Keys and Donald Pels*
Christian and Heidi* Lange
The Starr Foundation
Joan and Joel I. Picket
Toos and Hira Daruvala

**Gifts of $1,000,000 or more**
Peter Gross
Mitsui & Co. (U.S.A.), Inc.
The Hermione Foundation,
Laura J. Sloate Trustee
Donna and Marvin Schwartz
Charles F. and Anne M. Niemeth
Mr. and Mrs. Stanford S. Warshawsky
Shirley Young*, US-China Cultural Foundation

**Gifts of $500,000 or more**
Gurnee and Marjorie Hart
Shirley Bacoit Shamel*
1 Anonymous Donor

**Gifts of $250,000 or more**
Nancy and Alan Schwartz
C. Graham Berwind, III

**Gifts of $100,000 or more**
Stephanie A. Sirota
Gunda Narang: In Loving Memory of Jeet Narang
The John R. and Joyce McC. Hupper Charitable Trust

*Deceased
Listing as of 11/19/2021
Leadership Giving

The support of each and every New York Philharmonic donor allows us to offer our audiences the finest of performances throughout the season. We extend special thanks to those who over the last year made substantial leadership gifts and valuable in-kind contributions towards our creative artistic endeavors, impactful educational programs, and dynamic special events. To contribute or for more information, please contact Luke Gay, Director of Development, at gayl@nyphil.org or (212) 875-5942.
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Mrs. Veronica Atkins
Laura Chang and Arnold Chavkin
Linda and Mitch Hart
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Johnson
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Leni and Peter May
Didi and Oscar S. Schafer
Dr. Agnes Hsu-Tang and Mr. Oscar I. Tang
Mary and James G. Wallach Foundation
1 Anonymous Donor

Gifts of $250,000 or more
The Berry Charitable Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Henry R. Kravis
Evelyn E. and Stephen E. Milman
Harold Mitchell AC
Joan and Joel I. Picket
Donna and Marvin Schwartz
Klara and Larry A. Silverstein
Mr. Richard Tsai and Ms. Maggie Ueng Tsai
Daria L. and Eric J. Wallach

Gifts of $200,000 or more
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence D. Ackman
Dr. Kathryn Beal
Frank Botman
Angela Chen, China Arts Society
Jariya Wanapun and Arthur Chu
Misook Doolittle
Claudio X. González
Peter Gross
The Hite Foundation
The Hoerle Foundation
Kristen and Alexander Klabin
Suzie and Bruce Kovner
Honey M. Kurtz
Christian and Heidi* Lange

Billie and Ross McKnight
Margo M. and James L. Nederlander
Donald A. Pels Charitable Trust
Susan and Elihu Rose
Daisy and Paul* Soros
Mrs. Sylvia Tôh
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Ulrich
Mr. and Mrs. Stanford S. Warshawsky

Gifts of $150,000 or more
Brodsky Family Foundation
Marijke and Lodewijk de Vink
Beth and Christopher Kojima
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. LeFrak
Gary and Katherine Parr

Gifts of $100,000 or more
The Hilaria and Alec Baldwin Foundation
The Carson Family Charitable Trust
Toos and Hira Daruvala
Edna Mae* and Leroy Fadem
The Margaret Enoch Foundation
Gurnee and Marjorie Hart
Peter Junger
The Gerald L. Lennard Foundation
Charles F. and Anne M. Niemeth
James S. Rowen
The Secular Society
Carol and Chuck Schaefer
Kent C. Simons: In memory of Orton and Lucile Simons
Joan and Joel* Smilow
Barbara and Donald* Tober
1 Anonymous Donor

Gifts of $75,000 or more
Charles C. Y. Chen
The Hirsch Family: In honor of Arthur Hirsch
Ralph W.* and Leona Kern
Paul J. Sekhri, Mark Gude, and the Sekhri Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Solomon
Tiger Baron Foundation

Gifts of $50,000 or more
Michele and Marty Cohen
Sally E. Cummins
Katherine Farley and Jerry I. Speyer / Tishman Speyer
Suzan Gordon
Joan B. Gossner
Jaye Penny Gould Foundation
Rita E. Hauser and Gustave M. Hauser*
Ralph Heins
The Lizabeth and Frank Newman Charitable Foundation
Florence L. Seligman
Carol and Lawrence Zicklin

*Deceased

Leonard Bernstein Circle

A Message from Daisy Soros, Leonard Bernstein Circle Chairman

As Chair of the Leonard Bernstein Circle, I am extremely proud to celebrate our generous donors who advance the New York Philharmonic and help build on our reputation as one of the world’s greatest orchestras. The Philharmonic gratefully acknowledges those who in the prior year have supported our annual programming, educational initiatives, and special events. For more information, please contact Luke Gay, Director of Development, at gayl@nyphil.org or (212) 875-5942.
International Advisory Board of the New York Philharmonic

The Philharmonic established the International Advisory Board (IAB) to engage supporters from around the globe to serve as ambassadors in their respective home cities and countries. The financial support and participation of this international group increases the reach of the Philharmonic as it brings together people of different cultures through music and an appreciation of the Orchestra’s rich history on the world stage. For more information, please contact Luke Gay, Director of Development, at gayl@nyphil.org or call (212) 875-5942.

**Co-Chairs**

**Angela Chen**
US / China

**Charles C. Y. Chen**
Taiwan

**Christian Lange**
US / Germany

**Board Members**

Dr. Clemens Börsig
Germany

Noreen Buckfire
US

Jinqing Caroline Cai
China

Misook Doolittle
US / Korea

Joseph M. Cohen

Barbara Deane

Lara Del Rey

Mr. and Mrs. J. Christopher Flowers

Barbara and Peter Georgescu

Allan* and Marilyn Glick

Maurice and Corinne Greenberg

Isabel Greiner

Jennifer and Bud Gruenberg

Jan M. Guifarro

Charles and Kaaren Hale

Barbara Haws and William Josephson

Daniel M. Healy

Edward and Helen Hintz

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I. Hirsch

Mr. Derek Hu and Mrs. Malena Zhang

Joan and Mike* Kahn

Temma and Alfred Kingsley

Terri and Jerry Kohl

Fernand Lamesch

Amanda and Thomas Lister

Federico R. Lopez

Hsiu Ling Lu and Ivan Cheah

Ed and Kathy Ludwig

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mercy, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Slade Mills, Jr.

Rosalind Miranda

C. Jay Moorhead Foundation

Linda and Stuart Nelson

Bernard M. Plum

Judy and Jim Pohlman

Leon Ramakers

Barbara and John* Samuelson

Mrs. Julio Mario Santo Domingo

Dr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Sculco

The Hermione Foundation, Laura J. Sloate Trustee

Edward Stanford and Barbara Scheulen

Kay and Jackson Tai

Tony Tan Caktiong, Jollibee Foods Corporation

Sara Tecchio

Theresa S. Thompson

Erik and Cornelia Thomsen

Deborah and Thomas Wallace

Jonathan Weiss and Barbara Asch

Robert W. Wilson Charitable Trust

Dr. Chiona Xanthopoulou-Schwarz

Claudio and Simona Zampa

*Anonymous Donors

**Gifts of $35,000 or more**

Marilyn and Robert Abrams

Judy HartAngelo and John M. Angelo*: In honor of Karen LeFrak

The Buck Family Foundation

Violet and Christopher Eagan

Cynthia and Herbert Fields

Sherrie A. and Gerald L. Friedman

Rosalind and Eugene J. Glaser

Gunther E. Greiner

Muna and Basem Hishmeh

Steven J. Jensen and Mark Grace

Barbara Ehrlich and Stuart M. Johnson

Vicki and Charles Raeburn

Hiroko Rawald

In memory of Roberta C. Solowey

Angee and Jerry Stonehouse

Ruķiye Devres Unver

Susanne Wamsler

**Gifts of $25,000 or more**

Deborah and Charles Adelman

Steven Aresty

James A. Attwood, Jr. and Leslie K. Williams

Mrs. Mercedes T. Bass

The Honorable and Mrs. Donald Blinken

Mr. and Mrs. J. Truman Bidwell, Jr.

Noreen and Kenneth Buckfire

Jinqing Caroline Cai

Joseph M. Cohen

Barbara Deane

Lara Del Rey

Mr. and Mrs. J. Christopher Flowers

Barbara and Peter Georgescu

Allan* and Marilyn Glick

Maurice and Corinne Greenberg

Isabel Greiner

Jennifer and Bud Gruenberg

Jan M. Guifarro

Charles and Kaaren Hale

Barbara Haws and William Josephson

Daniel M. Healy

Edward and Helen Hintz

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I. Hirsch

Mr. Derek Hu and Mrs. Malena Zhang

Joan and Mike* Kahn

Temma and Alfred Kingsley

Terri and Jerry Kohl

Fernand Lamesch

Amanda and Thomas Lister

Federico R. Lopez

Hsiu Ling Lu and Ivan Cheah

Ed and Kathy Ludwig

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mercy, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Slade Mills, Jr.

Rosalind Miranda

C. Jay Moorhead Foundation

Linda and Stuart Nelson

Rukiye Devres Unver

Susanne Wamsler

**Honorary Members**

Emma Thompson

United Kingdom

Maestro Yu Long China

**Deceased**

* IAB member also serves on the New York Philharmonic Board of Directors
SAVE THE DATE

Tuesday, February 8, 2022

LUNAR NEW YEAR GALA

Celebrating the Year of the Tiger

Join us for a festive evening welcoming a year of resilience and strength.

Presenting Sponsor

To support the Lunar New Year Gala, please contact Hillary Beson at besonh@nyphil.org.
Council of the Phil

Council of the Phil is a dedicated group of professionals who are committed to supporting the Philharmonic and to engaging with its leadership to help propel the Orchestra into a vibrant future. Membership begins with an annual gift of $12,000 and provides special benefits throughout the year that include exclusive events. For more information, please contact Luke Gay, Director of Development, at gayl@nyphil.org or call (212) 875-5942.

Co-Chairs
Amanda Brainerd
Benjamin Hildner
Stephanie A. Sirota

Members
Steven Aresty
Susan Augustyn and Glenn Schiller
Amanda and Charles Brainerd
Andrea Loshin Colby
Colin Gardner and Erika Faust

Gifts of $20,000 or more
Sandra and Harvey Benenson
Gerhild and Clemens Börsig
Betsy L. Cohn
The Frehse Family
Mr. and Mrs. Trevor B. Gibbons
William Herrman
Barbara and A. Eugene Kohn / Kohn Pedersen Fox
Margitta Rose
Carll Tucker and Jane Quinn
Simon Yates and Kevin Roon

Gifts of $15,000 or more
Susan Augustyn and Glenn Schiller
Roger E. Burke
Martha and Jonathan Cohen
Andrea Loshin Colby
Mr. Yehuda and Mrs. Rebecca Even-Zohar
Seth E. Frank
Carly J. Frieze
Martha Hall
Steven L. Holley
Jeffrey H. Loria & Co.
Beverley and Frank MacInnis
Michael* and Cynthia Marks
Mary Catherine and Trevor K. Person
The Silfen Family and The Waterfall Family Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Som
Julie and David M. Tobey
Uncle Larry’s Fund
Joyce L. West
Neil Westreich
2 Anonymous Patrons

Gifts of $10,000 or more
Ann and Daniel Bernstein
Eli Bluestone
Lauren Blum and C. William Merten
Selma Bornstein
Amanda and Charles Brainerd
Frances and Leo Bretter
John and Rosemary Brown Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Clinton
Judith and Stewart Colton
Lenore and Robert Davis
Douglas Durst
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Dynasty
Peter and Vivian Falco
Eunice and Milton Forman
Colin Gardner and Erika Faust
Barbara Goldstein
Robert F. Gossett, Jr.
In loving memory of Gilda Gourlay
Helen Haje
Benjamin Hildner
Keri Jackson and Adrian Kunzle
Thomas L. Kempner and Katheryn C. Patterson
Gail Kittenplan: In memory of Stephen Kittenplan
Cynthia and Anthony Lamport
Donna and Jeffrey Lenobel
Frank and Patricia Lenti
George Loening
Dr. Andrew T. Lupo, Jr. and Mrs. Andrea S. Lupo
Gerald C. McNamara and Renée K. Petroses
Miller Khoskhish Foundation
Samuel I. Newhouse Foundation, Inc.

Gifts of $5,500 or more
Ann and Daniel Bernstein
Susan Augustyn and Glenn Schiller
Amanda and Charles Brainerd
Andrea Loshin Colby
Colin Gardner and Erika Faust

Gifts of $5,000 or more
Virginia Aaron
Argos Fund
Kathi and Peter Arnow
Kavita and Lalit Bahl
Guy and Nora Barron
Jayne and Paul Becker
Susan Beckerman
Murat Bejugaz
Barbara and Gary Brandt
Harmun Brown
Dennis and Susan Bunder

Patron Program

A Message from Carol D. Schaefer, Patron Chairman

It is my pleasure to acknowledge the extraordinary support of the Philharmonic’s Patrons, who are the driving force behind many artistic initiatives and education programs. We thank our Patrons with exclusive benefits including VIP ticket services, Patron Lounges, private chamber music performances, receptions with musicians, and behind-the-scenes access. The Philharmonic is pleased to recognize support over the last year for events, education, and Patron gifts. For more information, please contact Luke Gay, Director of Development, at gayl@nyphil.org or (212) 875-5942.
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The Omer Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Kalman D. Post
Dr. Mark Pruzanski and Maria Kaplan Pruzanski
Paten Sabry
Caroline F. Schimmel
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Susan Schuer
Sharon and James Schwarz
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Calvin Solomon
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Robert and Margaret Burbidge
David and Dena Clossey
Barbara and H. Rodgin Cohen
Jeffrey L. Cohen
Bruce Cooper and Franklin Santarelli
Dr. Frances R. Curcio
Connie and Steve Delehanty
Charna and Tony DiSanto
Rebecca and Martin Eisenberg
Kathleen M. Emberger
Rosalyn and Irwin Engelman
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony B. Evin
David Feinberg
Michael Finkelstein and Sue-Ann Friedman
Polly and Bob Flanigan
Blaine * and Diane Foglia
Andrew Frackman and Emily Braun
The Eric Friedheim Foundation
Karen and Henry Glantenik
Sunny and Brad Goldberg
Ellen C. Goldschmidt
Marilynn and Willis Goldsmith
Patricia L. Gould
Dr. * and Mrs. Victor Grann
Patricia L. Gould
Norman Grann
Marilynn and Willis Goldsmith
Ellen C. Goldschmidt
Sunny and Brad Goldberg
Dr. Nona Grann
Kathleen Scott
Dr. Stephen L. Rubin
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Rudin
Joan L. and Reade H. Ryan
Raphael Samuel
Richard E. Scheid
M. Schwaller
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley DeForest Scott
Kathleen Scott
The Helena Segy Foundation
Laszlo Sereny
Stefanie W. Sheehan
Irene and Fred* Shen
Solender Family Funds
Elaine* and Stephen Stamas
Nancy and Burton Staniar
Flora Suter: In memory of George Suter
The Svrek Foundation
Leo J. Tick
Elliot Schreiber and Sara V. Traberman
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Shannon Wu and Joseph Kahn
6 Anonymous Patrons
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Bert and Gloria Abrams
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Marion and Sam Bass
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Helaine and Rick Beckerman
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The Leonard Bernstein Office
Daniel and Vivian* Bernstein
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Bevan
Dr. David R. Bickers
Margot and Jerry Bogert
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Timothy and Mary Brosnan
Douglas Bunim
Mr.* and Mrs. Bruce R. Burton
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Denise Cote
Nathalie and Marshall Cox
Susan Cummings
Barbara M. Deacon
Laura DeMarco
Aashish and Dinny Devitre
Ruth* and Robert Diefenbach
Inanna Donnelly
Mary Ellen Dunlop
Fiona Morgan Fein
Arthur F. Ferguson
Bailey Foote
Hasan and Elinor Garan
Edythe Gladstein
In memory of Hope Perry Goldstein
Susan and Edward Greenberg
Edmund A. and Arlene* Grossman
Mr. L. Jay Grossman
Susan Guilla
Russel Hamilton
Beverly L. Hamilton
Phyllis Heilborn
Michael and Lesley Heller
Susan and Robert Hermanos
Joel Hershey and Roy Eddey
Linda and Steven Hill
Diane and Kenneth Hipkins
Diane Deschamps Hockstader
Richard R. Howe and Elizabeth C. Howe
Timmy Hughes
Elili* and Harriet Inselsbuch
Dr. Betty S. Isu
Susan G. Jacoby
Muriel F. Siebert Foundation
Alfred and Sally Jones
Mr.* and Mrs. Arnold Jurdem
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kahaner
Sussa Termano and Scott Kaspick
Avi Katz
Yukako Kawata
Frances Kazan
Thomas F. Kearns
Sylvie Kimche
Rosalind Kochman
Venetia Kogouris
The Kosloff Foundation
Roberta and Arnie Krumholz
Thomas Lalla
Casey and Sam Lambert
Mrs. W. Loebner Landau
Arthur S. Leonard
Betty and John A. Levin
Jeremy Levine and Yael Taqqa
Stuart E. Legon and Linda M. Wambaugh
Amy and Frank Linde
The Litwin Foundation
Jane Lombard
Alan Lorber and Bonnie Wolfe
Pamela Manice
Joanna Maravel
Jane Martinez
Maria-Teresa Mata
Sorrell and Barbara Mathes
Melachrina Mag and Lawrence A. Sax
Laurel McKee
Mary and White Paul Means
Richard and Ronay Menschel
Karl Moller
Claire Molloy and Seth Llloyd
Fred and Judie Mopsik
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Morgan
Melissa and Chappy Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Lester S. Morse
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Maxwell Neely-Cohen
Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Nelson
Alfred and Judith Netter
Ruth Newman: In memory of Leonard Newman
Mr. and Mrs. Peter P. Nitze
Ned and Ellen Oelsner
Daniel Padnos and Dexter Phillip
Michael and Gabrielle Palitz
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Lee Parks
Brian and Erin Pastuszenski
Amy and John Peckham
Doug and Teresa Peterson
Andrea and Andy Potash
Mr. John Raggio and Dr. Donna Kesselman
Dr. Robert B. Raiber and Abbie Newman
Dr. Everett R. Reff: In loving memory of Elaine Helena Reff
Dana and Richard Reimer
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Rosen
Missy and Allen Rosenshine
Rebecca Rosow
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Rothman
Nancy B. Rubinger
Martin G. Ruckel
Anne H. and Robert D. Sack
Arlene Lidsky Salomon and Chester B. Salomon
Eduardo Sánchez-Iriarte R.
Paul H. Scarbrough, Akustiks, LLC.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Schacht
Betty and Paul Schaffer
Mark J. Schiff
Sanford J. Schlesinger and Lianne Lazetara
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Ms. Maxine R. Schweitzer
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David and Hope Solinger Foundation
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Barbara and Richard Solomon
Isaac and Ellen Sosnino
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Marlene Steger: In loving memory of Arthur M. Bernhardt
Susan K. and Jeffrey M. Stern
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Ms. Sheila Swigert
Dr. and Mrs. Jaime Szajder
Stephen and Lynda Tepperman
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Marsha Sokol and Seymour Ubell
J. Ronald and Florence Trast
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Lisa Van Curen
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H. F. Van Italie
Herbert and Svetlana Wachtell Foundation
Jeanette Sarkian Wagner
Peggy P. Yannas and Andrew M. Wallach
Scott F. Warner
Sara Webster
Susan L. West
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Carole and Randolph Williams
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Dr. Alan Ziets and Dr. Ronda Shaw
Janet Zinberg and Joel Zinberg: In memory of Arthur D. Zinberg
9 Anonymous Patrons

Gifts of $2,500 or more
Susan Isaacs and Elkan Abramowitz
Stefan and Jan Abrams
Kim and David Adler
Donald R. Allen and Mildred Munich
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner E. Anderson
Karen and Greg Arenson
Barbara Aubrey
Barbara Axel
Joanna and Simon Barouch
David and Sheila Barrett
Sandra K. Bendfeldt
Mr. and Mrs. T.G. Berk
Andrew and Kathy Berkman
Barbara Berliner and Sol Rymer
Steven and Ann Berzin
Janie and Thomas Bezanson
Barry Bienstock
Joan A. Binstock and David N. Silvers MD
William Bixler
Arlene Garrett Blau
Allison Blinken
Deborah Bohr and James Oakes
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Francis and Herbert Brandt
Carol and Robert Braun
James and Deborah Breznay
Elizabeth and Stan Brimberg
Gertrude and Julius Brown
Elizabeth AR Brown and Ralph S. Brown, Jr.
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## Philharmonic Schedule

### January–March 2022

**AUTHENTIC SELVES: THE BEAUTY WITHIN**
*Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center*
- Thu. January 27 | 7:30 p.m.
- Fri. January 28 | 8:00 p.m.
- Sat. January 29 | 8:00 p.m.

- **Jaap van Zweden** conductor
- **Anthony Roth Costanzo** countertenor
- **Justin Vivian Bond** vocalist
- **Zack Winokur** director

**COLLABORATIONS**
- *Only an Octave Apart*

- **Joan TOWER** *Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman, No. 1*
- **Joel THOMPSON & Tracy K. SMITH** *The Places We Leave* (World Premiere–New York Philharmonic Commission)
- **PROKOFIEV** *Symphony No. 1, Classical*
- **VARIOUS / Arr. Nico MUHLY** *Selections from Only an Octave Apart*

**CHAMBER MUSIC AT 92Y**
*Co-Presented with 92nd Street Y*
- Sun. March 6 | 3:00 p.m.

- **Gilles Vonsattel** piano
- **Sheryl Staples** violin
- **Rebecca Young** viola
- **Eileen Moon-Myers** cello

- **Works by C. SCHUMANN, BEETHOVEN, and BRAHMS**

- **Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center**
- Tue. February 8 | 7:30 p.m.

- **Earl Lee** conductor

**LUNAR NEW YEAR CONCERT & GALA**
*Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center*
- Tue. February 8 | 7:30 p.m.

- **Western, Chinese, and Korean music to include works by SHOSTAKOVICH, DUKAS, and LI Huanzhi**

**Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center**
- Thu. February 17 | 7:30 p.m.
- Fri. February 18 | 8:00 p.m.
- Sat. February 19 | 8:00 p.m.

- **Santtu-Matias Rouvali** conductor
- **Golda Schultz** soprano
- **Žibuoklė MARTINAITYTĖ** *Saudade* (US Premiere)
- **R. STRAUSS** *Brentano-Lieder*
- **TCHAIKOVSKY** *Symphony No. 5*

**PHILHARMONIC ENSEMBLES**
*Merkin Hall at Kaufman Music Center*
- Sun. February 20 | 3:00 p.m.

**New York Philharmonic Musicians**
- **Romberg, MENDELSSOHN, and ROUSSEL**

**Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center**
- Thu. February 24 | 7:30 p.m.
- Fri. February 25 | 8:00 p.m.
- Sat. February 26 | 8:00 p.m.

- **Manfred Honeck** conductor
- **Ray Chen** violin

**SCHULHOFF / Arr. Honeck / Orch. Ile Five Pieces for String Quartet**

**MENDELSSOHN Violin Concerto in E minor**

**DVOŘÁK Symphony No. 8**

**Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center**
- Thu. March 3 | 7:30 p.m.
- Fri. March 4 | 8:00 p.m.
- Sat. March 5 | 8:00 p.m.

- **Herbert Blomstedt** conductor

**YOUNG PEOPLE’S CONCERT**
*Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center*
- Sat. March 5 | 2:00 p.m.

**James Blachly** conductor
**Jon Deak** host

**Beauty in the Abyss**
*Stanley H. Kaplan Penthouse*
- Fri. February 4 | 8:00 p.m.

- **National Black Theatre** curator
- **Dominique Rider** director
- **Anthony Roth Costanzo** artistic partner

- **165 West 65th Street, 10th Floor**

For a complete listing of events, visit nyphil.org/selves

Programs subject to change. For a complete, updated schedule and tickets visit nyphil.org | Alice Tully Hall Box Office | (212) 875-5656
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